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Abstract
Achromatic number of a graph G is a maximum number of colours in a proper vertex colouring
of G such that vertices of any two distinct colour classes are joined by at least one edge. We
determine the achromatic number of the Cartesian product of K5 and Kn for all n¿25. c© 2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A vertex colouring of a graph G can be seen as a decomposition D of the vertex
set of G; elements of D are colour classes. As usual, D is proper if its elements
are independent sets in G. Further, D is complete if the union of any two of its
distinct elements is no longer independent in G (they meet=there is a colour connection
between them). The achromatic number of G is the maximum number achr(G) of
colour classes in a proper complete vertex colouring of G.
The achromatic number was introduced by Harary et al. [5] and was then studied
quite intensively. For a survey of results on this graph invariant the reader is referred
to Edwards [4] and Hughes and MacGillivray [8].
The problem of determining achr(Km×Kn), the achromatic number of the Cartesian
product of two complete graphs, was considered in Hor'n (ak and Puntig(an [7] and solved
completely for m=2; 3; 4. Namely, achr(K2×Kn)= n+1 for n¿2, achr(K3×K3)= 5,
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achr(K3×Kn)=3n=2 for n¿4, achr(K4×Kn)=2n if 46n612, achr(K4×K13)=24,
achr(K4 × Kn) = 4n=3+ 8 if 146n624 and achr(K4 × Kn) = 5n=3 for n¿25. For
m= 2; 3 the solution has been found independently by Chiang and Fu [2].
Chiang and Fu [3] proved that achr(Km × Km) = p2r(pr + 1)=2 holds for an odd
prime p, a positive integer r and m=pr(pr +1)=2. For p=3 and r=1 the result has
been already established by Bouchet [1].
In this paper, we determine achr(K5 ×Kn) for n¿25. A natural complement [6] for
n624 will be published elsewhere.
For integers p; q we denote by [p; q] the set (interval) of all integers z with p6z6q,
and by [p;∞) the set of all integers z with z¿p. For Hnite sequences A=(a1; : : : ; ak)
and B = (b1; : : : ; bl) let AB = (a1; : : : ; ak ; b1; : : : ; bl) be the concatenation of A and B
(in this order); the concatenation can be generalized to any Hnite number of Hnite se-
quences. The concatenation is, clearly, associative. Thus, if C is another Hnite sequence,
we can use ABC for the sequence [AB]C = A[BC].
Using the structure of the graph Km×Kn we can transform the problem of determining
achr(Km × Kn) as follows: For p ∈ [1;∞) let Mpm;n be the set of all m × n matrices
A with entries from [1; p] such that entries in any line (a row or a column) of A are
distinct (the colouring of Km × Kn represented by the matrix is proper) and for every
i; j ∈ [1; p] there is a line of A containing both i and j (the colouring is complete).
Obviously, achr(K5 × Kn) is a maximum p with Mp5; n = ∅. Permuting rows and=or
columns of a matrix A ∈ Mp5; n yields again a matrix in Mp5; n; this trivial fact will
be frequently used without explicitly mentioning it. A colour (an entry) of a matrix
A ∈ Mpm;n is a k-colour if it appears in A k times.
2. Constructions
If a minimum colour frequency in a matrix in Mp5; n is k, then a k-colour meets at
most k(n− 1)+ k(5− k) other colours, so that p6k(n+4− k)+ 1. Also, p65n=k.
Maximizing min{k(n+4−k)+1; 5n=k} for k ∈ [1; 5] we obtain immediately achr(K5×
Kn)62n + 5 for n¿10. Avoiding 1-colours and trying to maximize the number of
2-colours in a matrix in Mp5; n (which intuitively should lead to the achromatic number
of K5×Kn) we found several classes of matrices. It will turn out in Section 3 that all
matrices, which are optimal for achr(K5×Kn), are in those classes or can be obtained
from matrices in those classes in a simple way.
The following three conditions for a matrix A ∈ Mp5; n are important for our
constructions:
(M.1) All colours of rows 1; 2 are 2-colours and all colours of rows 3; 4; 5 are
3-colours.
(M.2) Row 1 contains all 2-colours of A.
(M.3) The last two columns of A contain only colours appearing in A at least three
times.
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Evidently, (M.1) implies (M.2). We will use four matrices An ∈ M 2n5; n; n ∈ [3; 6],
which fulHl (M.1); in A5 and A6 Kk stands for k + 10; k = 0; 1; 2.
A3 =


1 2 3
3 1 2
4 5 6
6 4 5
5 6 4


; A4 =


1 2 3 4
3 4 1 2
5 6 7 8
8 5 6 7
7 8 5 6


; A5 =


1 2 3 4 5
4 5 1 2 3
6 7 8 9 K0
K0 6 7 8 9
9 K0 6 7 8


;
A6 =


1 2 3 4 5 6
4 5 6 1 2 3
7 8 9 K0 K1 K2
K2 7 8 9 K0 K1
K1 K2 7 8 9 K0


:
Proposition 1. If ni ∈ [3; 6]; i = 1; 2; 3; 4; and n = n1 + n2 + n3 + n4; then there is a
matrix A ∈ M 2n5; n ful:lling the condition (M:2).
Proof. For i = 1; 2; 3; 4 put Bi := Ani , let B
′
i arise from Bi by interchanging rows
2 and i + 1 and let B′′i be created from B
′
i by increasing all its entries by∑i−1
j=1 2nj. Consider the block matrix A=(B
′′
1 B
′′
2 B
′′
3 B
′′
4 ). Clearly, A fulHlls (M.2) and
represents a proper colouring. 2-colours of A meet in row 1 and, by the Pigeonhole
Principle (PP), 3-colours of A meet in at least one row. 3-colours of a block B′′i meet
2-colours of the same block, because Bi ∈ M 2ni5; ni . Finally, 3-colours of a block B′′i meet
2-colours of a block B′′j ; j = i, in row j+1, because they are missing only in rows 1
and i + 1.
Proposition 2. M 495;25 = ∅.
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 1 with n1 = n2 = n3 = 6 and using
instead of B′′4 the block


37 38 39 40 47 48 49
41 45 44 42 46 47 43
43 41 46 44 49 42 45
45 43 42 46 41 44 48
39 40 37 38 48 49 47


we obtain a matrix from M 495;25.
Proposition 3. If k ∈ [2;∞); then there is a matrix A ∈ M 5k+365;3k+18 ful:lling the condi-
tions (M:2) and (M:3).
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Proof. Proceeding as above with the new block


0k + 37 : : : 1k + 36 1k + 37 : : : 2k + 36 2k + 37 : : : 3k + 36
1k + 37 : : : 2k + 36 3k + 37 : : : 4k + 36 4k + 37 : : : 5k + 36
4k + 37 : : : 5k + 36 2k + 37 : : : 3k + 36 3k + 37 : : : 4k + 36
3k + 37 : : : 4k + 36 4k + 37 : : : 5k + 36 0k + 37 : : : 1k + 36
2k + 37 : : : 3k + 36 0k + 37 : : : 1k + 36 1k + 37 : : : 2k + 36


leads to a matrix A ∈ M 5k+365;3k+18, which fulHls (M.2) and (M.3): all colours from [37; 5k+
36] (of the last k columns) are 3-colours, those from [3k + 37; 5k + 36] are in a way
equivalent to 3-colours of the block B′′4 and those from [37; 3k+36] meet all 2-colours
in row 1.
Proposition 4. If n ∈ [12; 24] and k ∈ [2;∞); there is a matrix A ∈ M 2n+3k5; n+2k ful:lling
the conditions (M:2) and (M:3).
Proof. By Proposition 1 there exists a matrix An ∈ M 2n5; n fulHlling (M.2). The block
matrix (An Ck), where Ck results from the matrix

1 2 : : : k k + 1 k + 2 : : : 2k
2k + 1 2k + 2 : : : 3k 1 2 : : : k
3k 2k + 1 : : : 3k − 1 k 1 : : : k − 1
k + 1 k + 2 : : : 2k 2k + 1 2k + 2 : : : 3k
2k k + 1 : : : 2k − 1 3k 2k + 1 : : : 3k − 1


by increasing all its entries by 2n, belongs to M 2n+3k5; n+2k and fulHlls (M.2), (M.3): colours
from [2n+ 1; 2n+ 2k] are 3-colours meeting all 2-colours (they appear only in An) in
row 1 and those from [2n + 2k + 1; 2n + 3k] are 4-colours meeting all used colours
because of PP (all colours appear at least twice); thus, all colours in the last k columns
appear in the matrix at least three times. Note that the requirement k¿2 also guarantees
that the corresponding colouring is proper.
Lemma 5. If n ∈ [2;∞); p ∈ [n+4;∞) and there exists a matrix A ∈ Mp5; n ful:lling
the conditions (M:2) and (M:3); then Mp+15; n+1 = ∅ and Mp+35; n+2 = ∅.
Proof. Suppose that A= (ai; j) and replace the block of the last two columns of A by
one of the blocks


a1; n−1 a1; n p+ 1
a2; n−1 p+ 1 a2; n
p+ 1 a3; n a3; n−1
a4; n−1 a4; n q
a5; n−1 a5; n r


;


a1; n−1 a1; n p+ 1
a2; n−1 p+ 1 a2; n
p+ 1 a3; n−1 a3; n
a4; n−1 a4; n q
a5; n−1 a5; n r


;
where q; r ∈ [1; p]; q = r, in such a way that a matrix representing a proper colouring
results (if a3; n−1=a2; n, use the second block) — the number of colours is large enough
for choosing q; r appropriately (p+ 1¿n+ 5). No colour connection of ‘old’ colours
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is lost, since it concerns only colours occurring at least three times. The only ‘new’
colour, p + 1, is a 3-colour, and it meets all 2-colours in row 1. Thus, the created
matrix is in Mp+15; n+1.
If the replacement block is


a1; n−1 a1; n p+ 1 p+ 2
a2; n−1 a2; n p+ 2 p+ 3
a3; n−1 a3; n p+ 3 p+ 1
p+ 1 p+ 3 a4; n−1 a4; n
p+ 3 p+ 2 a5; n−1 a5; n


;
then what arises is a matrix from Mp+35; n+2: no ‘old’ colour connections are lost, p + 1
and p+ 2 are 3-colours meeting all 2-colours in row 1 and p+ 3 is a 4-colour.
Proposition 6. If n ∈ [10;∞); then M 9n=55; n = ∅.
Proof. We are going to deHne a matrix A ∈ M 9n=55; n by its rows. For that purpose let
Ri(A); i ∈ [1; 5], be the sequence of entries of ith row of A in their natural order, i.e.,
jth term of Ri(A) is the entry of A in ith row and jth column. Further, for integers
p; q; p6q, we denote by (p→ q) the increasing sequence of all integers from [p; q].
Now, we deHne A as follows:
R1(A) = (1→ n);
R2(A) = (2→ n=5) (1) (n+ 1→ n+ 4n=5);
R3(A) = (2n=5 − n=5+ 1→ 2n=5) (n+ 3→ n+ 4n=5) (n+ 1; n+ 2);
R4(A) = (2n=5+ 1→ n) (n+ 3→ n+ 2n=5) (n+ 2; n+ 1);
R5(A) = (2n=5+ 2→ n) (n+ 4n=5 − 2n=5+ 1→ n+ 4n=5) (2n=5+ 1):
It is easy to check that A represents a proper colouring. Clearly, to show that if the
colouring is complete it suOces to Hnd a row in which a colour i ∈ [1; n] meets a
colour j ∈ [n + 1; n + 4n=5]. For i ∈ [1; 2n=5] this happens in row 2 or 3, since
2n=5 − n=5 + 16n=5 + 1. Analogously, for i ∈ [2n=5 + 1; n], a corresponding
row is 4 or 5, because n+ 4n=5 − 2n=5+ 16n+ 2n=5+ 1.
Let us deHne
c(n) :=


3n=2+ 11 if n= 26;
3n=2+ 12 if n ∈ [25; 36]− {26};
5n=3+ 6 if n ∈ [37; 42];
9n=5 if n ∈ [43;∞):
Theorem 7. If n ∈ [25;∞); then achr(K5 × Kn)¿c(n).
Proof. For n = 25 we have, by Proposition 2, M 495;25 = ∅, hence achr(K5 × K25)¿
49 = c(25).
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If n ∈ [26; 28], then c(n) = 2n− 2 and n− 4 ∈ [12; 24], so that, due to Proposition
4, M 2(n−4)+3×25; n−4+2×2 =M
2n−2
5; n = ∅, and we are done.
Now, suppose that n ∈ [28;∞). If n is even, then n = 24 + 2k; k = (n − 24)=2 ∈
[2;∞), and, using Proposition 4, we know that there is a matrix A ∈ M 3k+485;2k+24 =
M 3n=2+125; n =M
3n=2+12
5; n fulHlling conditions (M.2) and (M.3). From Lemma 5 it follows
M 3n=2+135; n+1 =M
3(n+1)=2+12
5; n+1 = ∅. Thus, achr(K5×Kn)¿3n=2+12=c(n) for n ∈ [29; 36].
Let n ∈ [24;∞). If n ≡ 0 (mod 3), then n=3k+18; k=(n−18)=3 ∈ [2;∞), and, by
Proposition 3, there is a matrix A ∈ M 5k+365;3k+18=M 5n=3+65; n =M 5n=3+65; n fulHlling (M.2) and
(M.3). Then, by Lemma 5, M 5n=3+75; n+1 =M
5(n+1)=3+6
5; n+1 = ∅ and M 5n=3+95; n+2 =M 5(n+2)=3+65; n+2 = ∅,
so that achr(K5 × Kn)¿5n=3+ 6 = c(n) for any n ∈ [37; 42].
Finally, for n ∈ [43;∞) we conclude the proof using Proposition 6.
3. Optimality
Theorem 8. Let n be an integer.
1. If n= 25; then achr(K5 × Kn) = 2n− 1.
2. If 266n628; then achr(K5 × Kn) = 2n− 2.
3. If 296n636; then achr(K5 × Kn) = 3n=2+ 12.
4. If 376n642; then achr(K5 × Kn) = 5n=3+ 6.
5. If n¿43; then achr(K5 × Kn) = 9n=5.
Proof. We have to prove that achr(K5×Kn)= c(n). With respect to Theorem 7 it will
be suOcient to show that achr(K5×Kn)6c(n). Suppose that achr(K5×Kn)=c¿c(n)+1
and take a matrix A ∈ Mc5; n. Let ci be the number of i-colours of A, and put c4+ :=
c4 + c5.
Claim 1. If ci ¿ 0; then i ∈ [2; 5].
If there is a 1-colour in A, the number of colours diQerent from it is at most n−1+4
and so c6n+4, which is easily seen to be smaller than c(n)+ 1 for any n ∈ [25;∞),
a contradiction. On the other hand, A has no i-colours with i¿6 because of PP.
Claim 2. c2 − c4+¿3c(n)− 5n+ 3.
From Claim 1 we obtain 5n =
∑5
i=2 ici¿2c2 + 3c3 + 4c4+. This inequality
yields c2 − c4+ = 3(c2 + c3 + c4+) − (2c2 + 3c3 + 4c4+) = 3c − (2c2 + 3c3 + 4c4+)¿
3(c(n) + 1)− 5n.
Claim 3. c2 − c4+¿19.
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Introducing c(n) into inequality of Claim 2 we get
• for n= 26: c2 − c4+¿3× 50− 5× 26 + 3 = 23;
• for n ∈ [25; 36]− {26}: c2 − c4+¿33n=2+ 36− 5n+ 3¿3(3n− 1)=2− 5n+ 39=
(75− n)=2¿39=2¿ 19;
• for n ∈ [37; 42]: c2 − c4+¿35n=3+ 18− 5n+ 3¿3(5n− 2)=3− 5n+ 21 = 19;
• for n= 43: c2 − c4+¿3× 77− 5× 43 + 3 = 19;
• for n ∈ [44;∞): c2 − c4+¿39n=5 − 5n + 3¿3(9n − 4)=5 − 5n + 3 = (2n +
3)=5¿91=5¿ 18.
For i; j ∈ [1; 5]; i = j, let Ri;j be the set of 2-colours of A occurring in both rows i; j,
and let R−i; j be the set of 3-colours of A missing in rows i; j. Set ri; j := |Ri;j|; r−i; j :=
|R−i; j| and
b(n) :=


1 if n= 26;
5 if n ∈ [25; 36]− {26};
7 if n ∈ [37; 42];
n=5 if n ∈ [43;∞):
Claim 4. Suppose that i; j ∈ [1; 5]; i = j; and that all colours of A appear in at least
one of the rows i; j. Then ri; j6b(n).
The number b of colours appearing in both rows i; j is b= 2n− c62n− c(n)− 1.
Thus, we have
• for n= 26: b62× 26− 50− 1 = 1;
• for n ∈ [25; 36] − {26}: b62n − 3n=2 − 12 − 162n − (3n − 1)=2 − 13 = (n −
25)=2611=2¡ 6;
• for n ∈ [37; 42]: b62n−5n=3−6−162n− (5n−2)=3−7=(n−19)=3623=3¡ 8;
• for n ∈ [43;∞): b62n− 9n=5 − 1 = n=5 − 16n=5.
Claim 5. Suppose that i; j ∈ [1; 5]; i = j. If ri; j ¿ 0 and rows i; j have altogether k
colours in common; then c62n− k + 6.
Consider a 2-colour i; j ∈ Ri;j. Any colour missing in both rows i; j must appear
in one of the two columns containing i; j and there are exactly six positions in A for
such a possibility. The number of colours occurring in at least one of the rows i; j is
2n− k, hence the claim follows.
We associate with A a graph G determined by V (G) := [1; 5] and E(G) := {{i; j} :
ri; j ¿ 0}.
Claim 6. G has no subgraph K3.
Assume that G has a subgraph K3 with vertices 1; 2; 3, consider 2-colours i; j ∈
Ri;j; (i; j) ∈ {(1; 2); (1; 3); (2; 3)} and let C+ [C−] be the set of colours appearing
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[not appearing] in the columns covered by (at least one of) colours 1;2; 1;3; 2;3. The
number of those columns is at the most six, hence |C+|66× 5− 3 = 27.
Any colour from C− must appear at least twice in rows 1; 2; 3. Thus, there exists
(i; j) ∈ {(1; 2); (1; 3); (2; 3)} such that rows i; j have k common colours from C− with
k¿(c − |C+|)=3¿(c(n) + 1 − 27)=3. Adding i; j we see that the total number of
common colours of rows i; j is at least k + 1¿(c(n) − 23)=3. Then, by Claim 5,
c(n) + 16c62n− (k + 1) + 662n− (c(n)− 23)=3+ 662n− (c(n)− 23)=3 + 6 =
(6n− c(n) + 41)=3, which results in c(n)6(3n+ 19)=2. However, it is easy to check
that for any n ∈ [25;∞), c(n)¿3n=2 + 11¿(3n − 1)=2 + 11 = (3n + 21)=2, a
contradiction.
Claim 7. Suppose that {i; j; k; l; m}= [1; 5]. If ri; j ¿ 0; then rk; l + rk;m + rl;m + r−i; j66
and rk; l64. If ri; j¿3; then rk; l + rk;m + rl;m64.
Consider a 2-colour i; j ∈ Ri;j. All colours missing in rows i; j form the set Rk;l ∪
Rk;m ∪ Rl;m ∪ R−i; j and must appear in at least one of the columns covered by i; j;
there are six positions for those colours, hence the Hrst inequality. Colours from Rk;l
can occupy only four out of six mentioned positions and the second inequality
follows.
If ri; j¿3, consider a pair 1i; j ; 
2
i; j of colours from Ri;j covering a maximum num-
ber  of columns of A. Clearly,  is either 3 or 4. From Claim 6 we know that
min{rk; l; rk;m; rl;m}= 0; we may suppose without loss of generality that rl;m = 0. Con-
sider a colour  ∈ Rk;l ∪ Rk;m and its exemplar in row k. That exemplar must occur in
one of the columns covered by 1i; j and 
2
i; j — this is clear if =4 (the second exemplar
of  guarantees at most one colour connection with 1i; j and 
2
i; j); on the other hand, if
= 3, then |Ri;j|= 3, colours of Ri;j cover the same three columns as colours 1i; j ; 2i; j
do, which implies the desired assertion. Thus, we have rk; l+ rk;m+ rl;m= |Rk;l∪Rk;m|6
64.
Claim 8. If there are i; j ∈ [1; 5]; i = j; such that ri; j¿7; then all colours appear in
at least one of rows i; j.
The statement is trivial for colours appearing in A at least four times. On the other
hand, a k-colour, k63, missing in both rows i; j, has at most 2k ¡ 7 colour connections
with colours from Ri;j, a contradiction.
Claim 9. G does not have independent edges.
Suppose without loss of generality that r1;2¿ 0 and r3;4¿ 0. Then, by Claim 7,
r1;264, r3;464, r1;2 + r1;5 + r2;566, r3;4 + r3;5 + r4;566, and, by Claim 3, 196c2 =∑4
i=1
∑5
j=i+1 ri; j66+6+ r1;3 + r1;4 + r2;3 + r2;4, which yields r1;3 + r1;4 + r2;3 + r2;4¿7.
Thus, in G there is an edge joining a vertex from [1; 2] to a vertex from [3; 4]; suppose
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without loss of generality that r2;3¿ 0, which implies r1;464 (Claim 7). Then, using
Claim 6, we obtain r1;3 = 0 and r2;4 = 0. There are two possibilities:
(i) If r1;4¿ 0, then, by Claim 7, r2;364. Since r1;4+r2;3¿7, we have min{r1;4; r2;3}
¿3, so that, by Claim 7 again, r1;4 + r1;5 + r4;564 and r2;3 + r2;5 + r3;564. As a
consequence we obtain c26r1;2 + r3;4 + 2× 4616 in contradiction with Claim 3.
(ii) If r1;4 =0, then r2;3¿7, and, by Claim 8, all colours of A are present in at least
one of rows 2; 3. Thus, ri; j with i¡ j can be positive only if (i; j) ∈ {(1; 2); (2; 3); (2; 5);
(3; 4); (3; 5)}. Furthermore, from Claim 6 we see that at least one of the numbers
r2;5; r3;5 is 0, hence r2;5 + r3;5 = max{r2;5; r3;5}64 (using Claim 7 applied to the in-
equalities r1;2¿ 0 and r3;4¿ 0).
Now, with the help of Claim 7 we can prove that r := r1;2 + r2;5 + r3;4 + r3;568: If
min{r1;2; r3;4}¿3, then r= (r1;2 + r2;5) + (r3;4 + r3;5)64+ 4= 8. If max{r1;2; r3;4}62,
then r= (r1;2 + r3;4) + (r2;5 + r3;5)64+ 4= 8. If r3;462¡ 36r1;2, then either r2;5 = 0
and r= r1;2 + (r3;4 + r3;5)64+ 4= 8 or r3;5 = 0 and r= (r1;2 + r2;5) + r3;466+ 2= 8;
the symmetric case r1;262¡ 36r3;4 can be treated analogously.
As a consequence, we get 196c2 = r2;3 + r, r2;3¿11, and, since b(n)¡ 11 for
n642, from Claim 4 it follows that n¿43 and r2;36n=56n=5. On the other hand,
due to Claim 2 we have r2;3 + r¿c2 − c4+¿39n=5 − 5n + 3, r2;3¿[3(9n − 4)=
5 − 5n + 3] − 8 = (2n − 37)=5 and n=5¿r2;3¿(2n − 37)=5, which leads to n637, a
contradiction.
Now, we are able to conclude the proof of our theorem. From Claims 6 and 9 we see
that all edges of G meet at one vertex. Thus, A has a row containing all 2-colours; we
may suppose without loss of generality, that it is row 1 and that r1;2¿r1;3¿r1;4¿r1;5.
We have also c2 = r1;2 + r1;3 + r1;4 + r1;5. Let q := r−1;2 + r
−
1;3 + r
−
1;4 be the number
of 3-colours which appear in row 5, but are missing in row 1. Since at least r1;2 +
r1;3 + r1;4 (2-)colours from row 1 do not occur in row 5, at least as many colours from
row 5 are not in row 1, so that (recall that 2-colours from row 5 appear in row 1)
q¿r1;2 + r1;3 + r1;4 − c4+ = c2 − r1;5 − c4+, and, by Claim 3, q¿19− r1;5.
Let us show that r1;4 + r1;5¿ 0. Indeed, if r1;267, then r1;4 + r1;5 = c2 − r1;2 −
r1;3¿c2 − c4+ − 2 × 7¿5. On the other hand, for r1;2¿8 we obtain, by Claims 4
and 8, that n¿43 and r1;26n=5 (note that b(n)67 for n642); then, by Claim 2,
r1;4 + r1;5¿(39n=5 − 5n+ 3)− 2n=5¿3(9n− 4)=5− 5n+ 3− 2n=5 = 3=5¿ 0.
From r1;4 + r1;5¿ 0 we have r1;4¿ 0. Then r1; i ¿ 0; i = 2; 3; 4, and, because of
Claim 7, max{r−1; i: i=2; 3; 4}66. Thus, q63×6=18, r1;5¿19−q¿ 0, and, by Claim
7 again, r−1;566. There are two cases to be considered.
(i) If r1;5¿7, due to Claim 8 all colours of A missing in row 1 are 4-colours. By
Claim 1, their number is at most (5n − 2n)=4 = 3n=4. From Claims 4 and 8 it
follows that n¿37, because b(n)¡ 7 for n636. If n642, then n+3n=4¿c¿c(n)+
1 = 5n=3+ 7, 7n=4¿(5n− 2)=3 + 7 and n¿76, a contradiction. On the other hand,
for n¿43 we have 7n=4¿9n=5+ 1, which contradicts the inequality 7n=4¡ 9n=5.
(ii) If r1;566, then q¿19− r1;5¿13. Since r−1; i66; i=2; 3; 4, we have r−1; i ¿ 0; i=
2; 3; 4. Then, because of Claim 8, r1;266. Let C′ be the set of colours of row 1 and C′′
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the set of remaining colours. Colours from C′ represent at least 3n− 24 entries of A,
because c2 = r1;2 + r1;3 + r1;4 + r1;5624. By Claim 7, there are at most six 3-colours in
R−1; i ; i=2; 3; 4; 5. Thus, the number of positions of A occupied by colours from C
′′ is at
least 4(c−n)−24¿4(c(n)+1−n)−24. As {C′; C′′} is a decomposition of the set of
all colours, 5n¿(3n−24)+(4c(n)−4n−20), which results in d := 4c(n)−6n644. If
n = 26, this immediately yields a contradiction, because d can be bounded as follows:
• for n ∈ [25; 36]− {26}: d= 4(3n=2+ 12)− 6n¿4(3n− 1)=2− 6n+ 48 = 46;
• for n ∈ [37; 42]: d=4(5n=3+6)−6n¿4(5n−2)=3−6n+24=(2n+64)=3¿138=3=46;
• for n ∈ [43;∞): d= 49n=5 − 6n¿4(9n− 4)=5− 6n= (6n− 16)=5¿242=5¿ 48.
In the case n= 26 we obtain d= 4c(26)− 6× 26 = 200− 156 = 44, which implies
r1; i=r−1; i=6; i=2; 3; 4; 5 and c2=4×6=24. We may assume without loss of generality,
that 2-colours of row 1 appear in columns 1–24.
Consider a 3-colour −1; i ∈ R−1; i ; i ∈ [2; 5]. Any exemplar of −1; i has at most two
colour connections with colours from R1; i and they can be two only if that exemplar
appears in one of columns 1–24. Since r1; i = 6, all three exemplars of −1; i must occur
in columns 1–24.
Next, consider a 2-colour 1; i ∈ R1; i ; i ∈ [2; 5]. Any exemplar of 1; i has at most
three colour connections with colours from R−1; i, and, because of what we have already
proved, three colour connections can apply only if that exemplar occurs in one of
columns 1–24. As r−1; i = 6, both exemplars of 1; i must be in one of columns 1–24.
Thus, the columns 1–24 are Hlled in with 48 colours of the set
⋃5
i=2 (R1; i ∪ R−1; i).
The remaining colours of A appear at least three times (c2 = 24 and all 2-colours are
in columns 1–24) and they are placed in columns 25 and 26. This is a contradiction,
because A represents a proper colouring of K5 × K26.
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